Exhibit CCS-081
Shows how Exam team
binders have information
not documented in their
notes
Binders were created after
test appealed and
allegations of bias
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From Exhibit CCS-039, page 1
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From Exhibit NRC-038, page 1
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At 07:54

Notes in binder stated that C. Smith was in front of
TE 130 the entire time and that she was not
monitoring parameters
Binders created by the exam team would be
expected to have factual data, or info collected on
that day and not extra information added after the
test was over.
In follow-up questioning C. Smith answered every
question asked about the plant status without
looking at any references. What was the highest
temp deviation and what was the highest AFD (and
what was the limit)…..C. Smith did not understand
why those questions were asked but she answered
them all correctly. She was monitoring
reactivity/plant conditions. This is an opinioned
statement with no basis.
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From Exhibit NRC-022,
PAGE 14-21
Copy of Capehart notes
No Hand written notes
from event #3. No notes
are taken following this
page for this event. The
actual origination of the
notes NRC-022
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Review copy of notes in
CCS-039 Binder 11 for pages 5-16 AND NRC –
038 Binder 13 for pages 3-17 for a copy of
Michael Meeks and Mark Bates notes. Notice
that no notes indicate this information that
was added Beware of the data proved in the
Binders because it contains handpicked
information some information is not in the
examiner notes. It is not creditable to add
information after the test in over in light of
the circumstances.
This Exhibit is an example, there are other
examples (adding alarm not coming in for the
EHC pump was added after the test was over
but no factual data supports it). However in
the interest of time this data could not be
constructed for each binder. Request that the
notes and simulator data is recognized as the
creditable source at the back of the Binder
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